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ABSTRACT

A coordinated multi-platform campaign collected detailed measurements of

a restratifying surface intensified upwelling front within the California Cur-

rent System. A previous manuscript outlined the evolution of the front, re-

vealing the importance of lateral advection at tilting isopycnals and increasing

stratification in the surface boundary layer with a buoyancy flux equivalent to

2000 W m−2. Here, observations were compared with idealized models to

explore the dynamics contributing to the stratification. A 2-D model com-

bined with a reduced form of the horizontal momentum equations highlight

the importance of transient Ekman dynamics, turbulence and thermal wind

imbalance at modulating shear in the boundary layer. Specifically, unsteady

frictional adjustment to the rapid decrease in wind stress created vertically

sheared currents that advected horizontal gradients to increase vertical strati-

fication on superinertial timescales. The magnitude of stratification depended

on the strength of the horizontal buoyancy gradient. This enhanced strati-

fication due to horizontal advection inhibited night-time mixing that would

have otherwise eroded stratification from the diurnal warm layer. This un-

derscores the importance of near surface lateral restratification for the upper

ocean buoyancy budget on diel timescales.
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1. Introduction33

In regions with strong lateral density contrasts, density fronts can slump, transforming horizontal34

buoyancy gradients into vertical stratification on timescales that compete with surface forcing35

variability. The surface ocean is populated with fronts ranging in size from mesoscale O(10−10036

km) to submesoscale O(0.1− 10 km) (Rudnick 1999; Hosegood et al. 2006; Mahadevan et al.37

2012; Thompson et al. 2016), which have cumulative impacts on basin scale stratification, surface38

potential vorticity (PV) and the distribution of heat, salt, and biogeochemical tracers within the39

upper ocean (Su et al. 2018; Lévy et al. 2010; Fox-Kemper et al. 2011; Wenegrat et al. 2018).40

A global analysis suggests that frontal processes are responsible for enhanced stratification in41

the upper oceans during the transition into spring (Johnson et al. 2016) and direct observations of42

frontal slumping reveal the importance of horizontal gradients on the upper ocean buoyancy budget43

in different regions (e.g. North Pacific, Hosegood et al. (2006); Arctic, Timmermans and Winsor44

(2013); and Oregon Coast, Dale et al. (2008)). Yet the dominant dynamical processes responsible45

for the rearrangement of buoyancy at fronts remains elusive as interpreting direct observations of46

frontal slumping are challenging due to the time-space aliasing inherent in surveying such rapidly47

evolving features. Observations that can help elucidate the dynamics leading to stratification at48

upper ocean fronts are essential for identifying the role of horizontal buoyancy gradients on the49

momentum and buoyancy budget of the upper ocean.50

A set of observations reported in a previous manuscript (Part 1: Observations, hereafter CCF1)51

described a Lagrangian view of a stratifying submesoscale front in the California Current System.52

The frontal evolution was divided into three stages: Stage 1, downfront winds and turbulent mix-53

ing in the boundary layer, BL. Stage 2, diurnal warming and frontal slumping. Stage 3, night-time54

surface cooling and winds, rapid near surface stratification. This manuscript aims to describe the55
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dynamics responsible for the rapid restratification by incorporating numerical models alongside56

the observational analysis described in CCF1. Analyses in CCF1 showed that the observed strati-57

fication was due to lateral advection of the cross-frontal gradients by vertically sheared horizontal58

currents. The main focus of the modelling here is to understand the dynamics of these currents.59

The hydrostatic equation for horizontal momentum can be written60

Duh

Dt
=− f ẑ×uh−

1
ρo

∇p+
∂

∂ z

(
ν

∂uh

∂ z

)
(1)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, ν is the turbulent eddy viscosity associated with the boundary61

layer, and p the reduced pressure.62

The vertical derivative of (1) was adopted to focus on vertical shear, yielding63

∂
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∂

∂ t
∂v
∂ z

=− f
∂u
∂ z
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+

∂ 2

∂ z2

(
ν

∂v
∂ z

)
(3)

where the advective terms were ignored and the pressure term was replaced with density us-65

ing the hydrostatic approximation ∂ p/∂ z = −gρ and buoyancy b = −gρ/ρo. This system of66

equations was combined into one in complex form assuming Y = ∂u/∂ z + i∂v/∂ z and M2 =67

∂b/∂x+ i∂b/∂y:68

∂

∂ t
Y =−i fY −M2 +

∂ 2

∂ z2 (νY ) (4)

(T END) (CORI) (PRES) (DIFF)

describing the shear tendency (TEND) resulting from the inertial term (CORI), the pressure gra-69

dient (PRES) and friction (DIFF). The boundary conditions were70

νY =
1
ρ

T at z = 0, νY = 0 at z =−H. (5)

where H is the mixed layer depth and T = τx + iτy is the complex wind stress at the surface.71
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Note the combination of balances encapsulated in (4): TEND and CORI capture internal waves72

with frequency set at the earths rotation. The evolution of TEND, CORI, and PRES were explored73

by Tandon and Garrett (1994) (TG94) in an inviscid frontal adjustment of nearly vertical isopy-74

cnals at rest. TEND, CORI, and DIFF is the time dependent Ekman problem (McWilliams and75

Huckle 2006; Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016) and when integrated vertically becomes the slab76

ML model of wind driven near inertial oscillations (NIO, Pollard and Millard (1970)). CORI and77

PRES, is thermal wind balance, and adding DIFF becomes turbulent thermal wind (TTW, Gula78

et al. (2014); McWilliams et al. (2015)), also known as the generalized Ekman model (Cronin79

and Kessler 2009; Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016). It will be shown that each of these balances80

alone are insufficient to describe the observations, yet when combined, work to create a shear ten-81

dency capable of tilting isopycnals and enhancing stratification comparable with the observations82

in CCF1.83

Dauhajre and McWilliams (2018) employed a framework similar to (4) to investigate the diurnal84

cycle on a wind forced front. The results suggested a transition between two phases. Night-time85

winds and cooling induced turbulent mixing and an overturning circulation as the front approached86

TTW balance. The onset of solar warming decreased turbulent fluxes, leaving a front out of87

thermal wind balance and in an unsteady state. This state resulted in an inertial response of the88

front akin to low level jets developed in the atmosphere (Van de Wiel et al. 2010). The system89

transitioned back towards a diffusive regime with the onset of night-time cooling that damped90

the inertial oscillation and redeveloped a TTW circulation. Dauhajre and McWilliams (2018)91

explored the rectification of time dependence on classical TTW as a modified transient turbulent92

thermal wind (T3W). The observations in CCF1 describe a slightly different regime than the T3W93

problem in that there was a rapid decrease in convective and wind driven turbulence as opposed94

to steady wind forcing. The implied response of the front to this rapid decrease in wind-driven95
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mixing was an adjustment from a state of thermal wind imbalance set by nearly vertical isopycnals,96

ageostrophic shear and momentum flux divergence.97

In section 3, a one dimensional model (1D) is used to show that the rapid appearance of stratifi-98

cation cannot be simulated by vertical mixing physics alone. In section 4, a two-dimensional (2D)99

model including turbulence viscosity and driven by the observed forcing heat flux and wind stress100

is used to simulate the response of the ocean. Due to the lack of frontogenesis in this model, the101

lateral gradients were an order of magnitude less than observed in CCF1. Nevertheless, the 2D102

results can be accurately reproduced by solving (4) using the average turbulent viscosity (1D+),103

as shown in section 4a. Furthermore, when non-dimensionalized by balanced Richardson number104

(Rib), 2D and 1D+ are shown to reproduce the observed increase in stratification (section 4b),105

signifying that the observed currents, and thus the restratification, is controlled by dynamics in the106

reduced set of equations (4). Finally, the observations (OBS) contrasted with 1D, 2D and 1D+107

provide insight into the role of along-front variability present in the observations as described in108

CCF1.109

2. Model Set-up and Observations110

The models employed here include Price−Weller−Pinkel (Price et al. (1986); hereafter 1D), the111

MITgcm (Marshall et al. (1997); hereafter 2D), and the reduced set of equations (4; hereafter 1D+).112

The models were forced and initialized with the observations. A hyperbolic tangent function was113

used to approximate the observed cross frontal structure of T and S that sets the initial conditions114

for the models (see Appendix).115
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a. 1D Set-up116

The 1-D upper ocean response to the observed surface forcing was explored using the117

Price−Weller−Pinkel model (Price et al. (1986); 1D), similar to that implemented in Farrar et al.118

(2007). The approximated cross frontal structure (see Appendix) was horizontally averaged to119

produce a single initial profile of T and S. The model was run with 1 m vertical resolution and a120

60 s time-step. The time span began at the onset of winds (yd 210, 6 days before the start of the121

survey), and the model was run for 8 days (when the survey ended).122

b. 2D Set-up123

The MITgcm (2D) was run in hydrostatic mode with a grid resolution of 300 m in the horizontal124

and 3 m in the vertical. The domain was horizontally periodic, with two fronts approximately 95125

km apart. The configuration included 2 grid cells in the along front direction, for a total of 600 m.126

Details of the model set-up can be found in the Appendix. Changes in the along front direction127

are negligible and therefore the model is considered 2-D. The vertical extent was 0 to 150 m in128

depth. In this 2D configuration, northerly winds were exactly downfront and did not account129

for the curvature of the front, which modified the orientation between wind stress and horizontal130

buoyancy gradient compared to OBS. Results are presented in terms of along front (ua f , positive131

south in OBS) and cross front (ux f positive east in OBS). The model began with the onset of132

winds (yd 210, 6 days before the survey) which allowed for a comprehensive study of unsteady133

wind forcing on the front.134

c. 1D+ Set-up135

A reduced model (1D+) was evaluated by solving (4) numerically. The vertical derivatives were136

solved using a second order finite difference discretization operator and then stepped forward137
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with a Crank-Nicolson method, an implicit method for solving stiff ordinary differential equations138

(ODEs) (LeVeque 2007). Boundary conditions (5) were included in the discretized operator in139

DIFF. The 1D+ model was solved at every grid point across the front in 2D, initialized with a140

profile of Y , ν , and M2 from 2D at the time the observed float gets trapped near the surface (yd141

216.3, stage 2). Profiles of ν and M2 were set constant in time and the solution was integrated142

in z to obtain values for ua f and ux f assuming no motion at the bottom. Solutions here were143

considered 1-D as they were decoupled from neighboring grid points and therefore do not include144

frontogenesis or advection of momentum.145

d. Observations146

Model results were compared with a coordinated set of observations using a Lagrangian float147

and a ship-towed Triaxus profiling vehicle (details in CCF1). The observed and simulated front148

was surface intensified above a pycnocline at ∼30 m. This near surface layer will be referred to149

as the mixed layer (ML) for simplicity, though, consistent with many other studies, this layer was150

not always well mixed in momentum and buoyancy. A comparison between 1D, 2D and OBS is151

seen in Fig. 1.152

3. 1D: Surface Buoyancy and Momentum153

In the absence of horizontal stratification, the upper ocean buoyancy budget responds to mo-154

mentum and buoyancy fluxes at the surface. The observations spanned 30 hr, capturing a cycle of155

night-time mixing that bracketed day-time warming. This diurnal forcing imprinted buoyancy and156

momentum in the near surface layers. Although the model was initiated 6 days prior to the survey,157

only results coinciding with the observations are discussed here.158
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In 1D, the onset of day-time warming along with decreased winds (stage 2) shoaled the once159

well mixed layer that persisted for several days of strong winds (i.e., prior and during stage 1).160

During stage 2, the near surface layer warmed, building stratification in the upper 3 m. The onset161

of winds and night-time cooling (stage 3) simultaneously eroded the diurnal stratification and162

pushed it deeper into the water column, much like other models of the diurnal cycle (Price et al.163

1986). At this time, the distribution of stratification in OBS deviated from the simple model (Fig.164

1), as it increased throughout the ML (e.g. at 15 m, below the 1D ML) and was enhanced near the165

surface.166

The difference in vertical gradients of T , S, and ρ from OBS and 1D highlight the importance167

of horizontal and vertical variability. During diurnal warming, the float was trapped at 2 m and168

therefore provided information near the surface (Fig. 2). In this near surface layer, the float169

captured diurnal changes in N2 and Tz similar to 1D. Yet, increases in Sz observed by the float in the170

absence of freshwater forcing suggests horizontal advection not captured by the 1-D simulation.171

Additionally, Triaxus measured stratification deeper in the ML that was completely absent in 1D.172

This is evidence of warm fresh water sliding over the cold salty upwelled waters defining the front.173

The largest difference between 1D and OBS occurred at the onset of stage 3 as surface cooling and174

increased winds (yd 216.8) eroded the day-time stratification in 1D. In OBS, the near surface layer175

continued to stratify, resisting the tendency of surface forcing to erode near surface stratification.176

This difference between 1D and OBS, with the large observed gradients in T and S, reveal the177

importance of lateral stratification on the upper ocean buoyancy budget.178

While 1D had some skill at capturing a thin diurnal warm layer observed by the float, it failed179

to capture the evolution of stratification deeper in the ML as well as the enhanced stratification180

during stage 3. In these cases, the salinity structure in the absence of freshwater forcing brings181

attention to key role of horizontal advection. The rest of this study considers lateral processes.182
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4. 2D: Friction, Inertial Motions, Turbulent Mixing183

a. Adjustment and turbulence184

The transient response of the front to unsteady winds in 2D is apparent in (Fig. 3), as Ekman185

transport from downfront winds advected the front towards the warm (less dense) side of the front.186

As the winds subsided, both the modeled front and the observed front curved back towards the187

cold (dense) side of the front, and the modeled front continued to oscillate.188

The oscillations in 2D can be described by an inertial response to wind forcing averaged through-189

out the ML (Pollard and Millard 1970):190

du
dt
− f v =

τx

ρoH
(6)

191

dv
dt

+ f u =
τy

ρoH
. (7)

Equations (6) and (7) were solved for the entire length of the model runs initialized when τ ≈ 0192

assuming ua f
i = ux f

i = 0, and H = 30 m (Fig. 3 c-e). The solutions to (6) and (7) agree well193

with 1D and 2D, suggesting the wavelike pattern after the winds subsided were wind driven near194

inertial oscillations (NIO). Similarly, in the observations, the float slowed (Fig. 3 e) and turned195

eastwards (Fig. 3 b, c), albeit at a pace faster than the 2D model. The observations also exhibited196

higher frequency oscillations not captured by NIO, suggesting along front variability associated197

with either physical meanders or superinertial motions along the front.198

The persistent winds diffused the front in 2D causing a weaker horizontal buoyancy gradient than199

observed (Fig. 4). The difference can be attributed to a lack of external strain in 2D compared200

to OBS (CCF1). Nonetheless, the agreement between OBS and 2D as wind forcing decreased201

suggests an inertial response of the front. Though (6) and (7) are appropriate for a slab ML,202
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they cannot capture the shear within the ML responsible for tilting isopycnals and increasing203

stratification as in OBS.204

Equation (4) suggests that the evolution of shear will depend on the imbalance of the inertial205

terms (CORI + PRES), and friction (DIFF). These terms were evaluated in 2D using the time-206

integrated vertical derivatives of the momentum tendency terms (Fig. 5). During stage 2, the207

presence of friction (DIFF) produced shear that was positive across the front and against the208

geostrophic shear, while the inertial response (CORI + PRES) had a tendency to decrease the209

down-gradient shear and reinforce the along-front shear. During stage 3, winds rotated to the210

upfront position and input shear against the geostrophic flow.211

The terms in (4) were explored further using 1D+. The contribution from initial shear vs. friction212

were evaluated by solving 1D+ for a) all terms in (4) (Fig. 6 b, f), b) no turbulence (i.e. no DIFF;213

Fig. 6 c, g.) and c) no initial shear (Fig. 6 d, h). The vertical structure of shear from 2D (Fig. 6214

a, e) and 1D+ (Fig. 6 b, f) highlight the important role of the inertial response and friction. An215

oscillatory behavior existed deeper, indicative of waves (where only TEND and CORI dominate),216

while contributions from the horizontal buoyancy gradient (PRES) and friction (DIFF) were seen217

near the surface and throughout the ML. The case of no turbulence (Fig. 6 c, g.) was similar to in-218

viscid adjustment (TG94), where the time dependent solution included inertial oscillations. Here,219

the solution was modified by thermal wind imbalance set by the remnant shear from previous days220

of wind forcing. This allowed for larger values and non-uniform shear within the ML compared to221

the classic adjustment problem (which had a maximum shear of 2M4 f−2, TG94). The absence of222

a damping term (by omitting friction, DIFF) implied the flow would continue as sheared inertial223

oscillations. This was not the case when considering turbulence and unsteady forcing (Fig. 6 d, h).224

Momentum input at the surface combined with the redistribution of momentum by DIFF simul-225

taneously damped the inertial oscillation and introduced an external source of shear, also larger226
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than that of inviscid adjustment, particularly near the surface. The simplicity of (4) highlights the227

importance of the transient frontal response to thermal wind imbalance resulting from the initial228

shear and turbulence in the ML combined with unsteady wind forcing at the surface. These terms229

worked in concert to evolve the shear.230

The evolution of shear in 2D was matched by the 1D+ solution, and deviations point to the231

importance of time varying viscosity and higher order terms in 2D (Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016;232

Dauhajre and McWilliams 2018). Nonetheless, 1D+ captures the structure of shear predicted by233

the more complex 2D during the time-span of the observations and suggests these are the dominant234

terms modulating shear in the ML.235

1D+ was also solved with initial conditions determined from OBS. Triaxus data at yd 216.3236

provided an initial condition for Y and M2, while ν was taken as the cross front averaged profile237

from 2D. The agreement between the 1D+ solution and OBS is less obvious (Fig. 7). This may238

be due to along front variability and curvature that influenced M2, as well as the semi Lagrangian239

interpretation of the observations at depth (CCF1). Within the pycnocline (50 m), the solution and240

observations exhibited similar oscillatory behavior, confirming that oscillations in the observations241

(that also appear in 2D) were NIOs trapped below the ML. Yet near the surface, the agreement242

between 1D+ and OBS is more complicated (Fig. 7 and Fig. 5). Agreement in cross-frontal shear243

between OBS, 2D and 1D+ suggests the influence of friction (DIFF) during the restratification244

phases stage 2 and 3. This was not the case in along front shear where OBS disagrees with 1D, 2D245

and the friction term, but instead increases with the inertial terms (CORI + PRES). During stage246

3, the model eroded the day-time near surface stratification while the OBS withstood erosion and247

continued to stratify. This interaction between friction and stratification may explain part of the248

discrepancy between the shear in 2D and OBS and is discussed in section 4b.249
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The 1D+ framework is a simple reduced set of coupled equations that explained the evolution of250

shear at this wind forced front similar to 2D. Specifically, 1D+, 2D and OBS all exhibited a positive251

cross front shear (Fig. 5). It will be shown that this cross front shear is able to differentially advect252

buoyancy across the front to enhance stratification comparable to the observations.253

b. Stratification254

The lack of an external strain field in 2D resulted in a weaker horizontal buoyancy gradient and255

therefore weaker vertical stratification than OBS. As such, the dominant source of stratification256

in 2D was from diurnal warming (compared to only ∼20% of near surface stratification in OBS).257

To account for this discrepancy, the advective source of stratification in 1D+, 2D and OBS were258

isolated. In section 4a, the frontal response to turbulence and thermal wind imbalance induced a259

shear that differentially advected buoyancy across the front and modified vertical stratification. In260

CCF1, the amount of stratification from horizontal advection was estimated as261

N2
ADV =

∫ ti

to
−∂b

∂x
∂u
∂ z
− ∂b

∂y
∂v
∂ z

dt. (8)

Here, N2
ADV was solved for 1D+ with corresponding initial M2, and for 2D at each grid point.262

N2
ADV was also solved for the solution to TTW (i fY = −M2 + ∂ 2(νY )/∂ z2; Gula et al. (2014))263

and for inviscid adjustment ADJ (∂Y/∂ t = −i fY −M2; TG94) at every grid point and averaged264

across the front. Results were non-dimensionalized in terms of balanced Richardson number Rib =265

N2 f 2/M4, making comparison between the observations and 2D model simulations possible, since266

M2 is almost an order of magnitude larger in OBS than in 2D. This also allows the results to be267

compared with the inviscid geostrophically adjusted state in TG94, where N2 = M4/ f 2, and Rib=1268

(Fig. 8).269
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N2
ADV from 2D and the 1D+ solutions increased at rates similar to OBS, suggesting cross front270

shear predicted by these idealized models were capable of reproducing the observed tilting of the271

front. If the evolution was inviscid, as in TG94, shear would tilt isopycnals over and re-tilt them272

back to vertical in an NIO. Conversely, if this was a case of TTW balance, the Ekman transport273

and TTW circulation would stratify weakly at a rate unrelated to the tendency in the model and274

observations.275

The combination of terms encapsulated in (4; TEND, CORI, PRES and DIFF) suggest transient,276

super inertial pressure gradient and frictional effects were responsible for advecting horizontal277

stratification across the front. Without an external source of friction at the boundary, the ML shear278

due to ADJ would damp out as momentum is distributed evenly throughout the water column279

by friction. The surface boundary condition modified this further by providing an external input280

of shear. The instantaneous magnitude and direction of friction at the surface was rotated as it281

was distributed throughout the turbulent boundary layer by the DIFF term via unsteady Ekman282

dynamics. This highlights the importance of friction and transience, both of which were needed283

to produce a persistent flattening of isopycnals. This differentiates this simple 1D+ model and the284

observations from traditional ADJ, slab ML NIOs, or balanced TTW.285

This section brought together a simple reduced model of turbulent adjustment with an idealized286

2D numerical simulation to highlight the role of unsteady wind forcing on the evolution of a287

shallow ML front. Yet difference in the strength of ∇b between the OBS and 2D suggests the288

importance of external circulation and along-front variability, which are excluded in the idealized289

representations of the front and play an important role on the frontal structure.290
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c. Potential Vorticity291

The role of different processes in setting the stratification can be seen through Ertel’s form of292

potential vorticity (PV)293

q = ( f ẑ+∇×u) ·∇b. (9)

Neglecting the contribution from vertical velocity, this can be written as a sum of the vertical and294

horizontal components295

qv = ( f +ζ )N2 (10)
296

qh =
∂u
∂ z

∂b
∂y
− ∂v

∂ z
∂b
∂x

. (11)

CCF1 evaluated qv and qh in OBS and found that changes in these terms balanced each other in297

the middle of the ML (16 m), illustrating PV conservation. This was not the case near the surface298

(8 m) where q followed qv as the near surface stratified, while the contribution from qh remained299

near zero. This increase of PV near the surface indicated the influence of PV injection on near300

surface stratification.301

Comparing PV in 2D vs OBS is obscured by underestimation of |∇hb| in 2D which resulted in302

stratification dominated by heatflux rather than frontal tilting (Fig. 4). To account for this, PV303

was calculated from 2D at 8 m (as in CCF1) using N2
ADV to isolate the contribution of friction304

from that due to diabatic heating (Fig. 9). Downfront winds prior to the survey drove down PV305

in the ML (Thomas 2005), resulting in negative PV at 8 m before the survey and during stage306

1. As wind forcing subsided, shear developed as a result of adjustment as well as momentum307

input at the surface that was redistributed in depth by friction (DIFF). The resulting cross frontal308

shear advected buoyancy to increase N2 and therefore PV through qv. Note that cross front shear309

did not impact qh as the along front buoyancy gradient, by definition of the 2D model, was zero.310

Therefore along front shear was the only term that influenced PV through qh. In 2D, qh increased311
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during stage 3, which was opposite of the observations (see CCF1, Fig. 14) where observed qh312

remains negative throughout the survey. This disagreement may be traced to the difference in along313

front shear between OBS and 2D exhibited by the momentum budget terms (Fig. 5). This presents314

a discrepancy between the along front shear in 2D and OBS. Nonetheless, the role of DIFF in the315

redistribution of shear, and therefore in modulating qh and qv, confirms the importance of friction316

on near surface PV.317

5. Along Front Variability318

Horizontal gradients observed in CCF1 increased in magnitude as smaller scales were resolved.319

For example, an external strain field induced by the mesoscale circulation was documented by320

an accompanying mesoscale survey Pallàs-Sanz et al. (2010b) and AVSIO (Archiving, Validation321

and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic Data, http://www.marine.copernicus.eu). This322

larger scale strain field was augmented by an internal strain field measured by OBS that modu-323

lated with a meandering buoyancy field. This along front variability was apparent throughout the324

observations and suggested by satellite SST (see CCF1, Fig. 1) that revealed wavelike structures325

along the front. Wavelike patterns have been studied in many high resolution numerical simu-326

lations as frontal instabilities (e.g., Capet et al. (2008)). Similar variability was captured by the327

Triaxus survey in CCF1 and imprinted throughout fields of velocity, strain, vorticity and horizon-328

tal buoyancy gradient. Strong horizontal gradients, meanders, and vertical velocity are all features329

suggestive of growing baroclinic waves. In the ML, fronts exist in an environment of low stratifi-330

cation and high Rossby number. This makes them susceptible to a type of ageostrophic baroclinic331

instability (BCI) (Stone 1966; Boccaletti et al. 2007). These instibilities grow into eddies, mixed332

layer eddies (MLE), that reach finite amplitude and stratification ensues. The rate of stratification333

from MLE has been parameterized as an overturning streamfunction for course resolution models334
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(Fox-Kemper and Ferrari 2008; Fox-Kemper et al. 2008, 2011).335

Ψo =Ce
∇hbH2× ẑ
| f |

µ(z) (12)

336

µ(z) =
[
1−
(2z

H
+1
)2][

1+
5

21

(2z
H

+1
)2]

(13)
337

dN2

dt
=−Ce

∇hb2H2

| f |
∂ 2µ(z)

∂ z2 (14)

Where Ce is a constant set to 0.06. A compelling feature of this parameterization is the vertical338

structure of the overturning streamfunction µ(z), (analogous to that predicted by Eady (1949)), that339

captures near surface intensification of MLE induced stratification (Fig. 10). N2 predicted by this340

parameterization developed a strikingly similar vertical structure as the observations, questioning341

the possible role of mixed layer eddies as the source of stratification. Yet the parameterization342

is meant to represent the along front and across front averages within an idealized model, and343

not any instantaneous profile along the front. The OBS captured 5 km by 5 km averages of a344

∼1 km wide front (e.g. Fig. 4) and did not necessarily average over a domain of vigorous eddies.345

Furthermore, the parameterization as represented here does not account for the external strain field346

or surface forcing, both of which modify the instability and frontal structure. While SST and in347

situ data suggest frontal instability at this upwelling front, the results from sections 4a and 4b348

demonstrate that adjustment modified by boundary layer turbulence was the mechanism driving349

the superinertial slumping of the front.350

A major discrepancy between 2D and OBS was the lack of strain field in 2D that resulted in351

a broadening of the front compared with observations. Frontogenesis from baroclinic instability352

would influence the magnitude of the horizontal buoyancy gradient and therefore stratification353

resulting from the dynamics captured in (4). Therefore, the 3-D circulation magnifies the 2-D354

effects described here. This brings attention to the importance of the external circulation and along355

front variability at enhancing stratification as observed. Additionally, the similarity in stratification356
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predicted by MLE, the 2D model results (which inherently excludes MLE) and the observations357

confirm the difficulties in separating different processes at ML fronts and is discussed in section 7.358

6. Buoyancy Flux Scalings359

Many of the individual processes discussed throughout this manuscript have been identified as360

leading order in modulating stratification at fronts including: the effect of wind driven transport361

across a front (Ekman Bouyancy Flux, EBF, Thomas and Lee (2005)), TTW (Wenegrat et al. 2018;362

McWilliams 2016), the transport of near inertial oscillations across a front (NIO EBF, Savelyev363

et al. (2018)) and MLE (Fox-Kemper and Ferrari 2008). These have been represented in the re-364

spective literature as an equivalent surface buoyancy flux, Beq, which can be directly linked to the365

energetics of the system and the stratification. Scalings of Beq were derived from a combination366

of theory and idealized modeling, and presented in observationally accessible state variables. This367

allows the restratifying/destratifying effects of these processes to be compared with each other and368

with surface heating/cooling. A brief description and associated Beq are included in Table 1. A369

more in depth discussion can be found in (McWilliams 2016) and references in Table 1.370

These scalings were calculated at this front using ∇hb, τ , from the observations, UNIO from371

(6) and (7), an H = 30 m and ρo = 1024 kg m−3 (Fig. 11). The value for mixed layer eddies372

(MLE) reach 3×10−6 m s−3. TTW scaling derived in Wenegrat et al. (2018) follows the same373

parameter dependence as MLE (not shown). NIO EBF and surface heat flux (QNET ) are orders374

of magnitude less at ∼0.1×10−6 m s−3. EBF suggests the importance of downfront winds in375

the beginning of the survey and upfront winds towards the end. Observed Beq from CCF1 lie in376

between at 1×10−6 m s−3. Though these values can be compared with each other, they do not377

provide information about the likeliness of these dynamics occurring at this front. For example,378

these scalings are associated with processes that occur on different time and spatial scales that379
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may not be appropriate for the localized nature of the observations and the rapid, superinertial380

evolution of stratification. For example, EBF and TTW assume sub inertial timescales. Near381

inertial oscillations (NIOs) describes the transport of a slab mixed layer, but does not necessarily382

capture the differential shear within the ML that may tilt a front over. MLE and TTW scalings383

were derived from a domain average over many fronts. Nonetheless, the observations and models384

reveal evidence of all of these processes (e.g. friction, inertial response, frontogenesis) occurring385

simultaneously to stratify the upper ocean rapidly within one inertial period.386

7. Vertical Structure of Stratification387

The external strain field was essential for strengthening ∇b and therefore the amount of N2
388

by differential advection. This was evident when comparing the evolution of N2 during stage 3389

between OBS and 2D. The day-time N2 in 2D was an order of magnitude less than OBS, and thus390

was not strong enough to resist erosion by night-time mixing and convection. This was precisely391

when N2 in OBS increased the most.392

The absence of night-time mixing in OBS during stage 3 highlights the importance of horizontal393

processes on the upper ocean buoyancy budget and reinforces the role of external and internal394

strain at influencing the strength of the front and therefore the magnitude of N2. The relationship395

between horizontal buoyancy gradient and night-time mixing was explored by solving 1D+ for a396

range of |∇hb|. The resulting shear magnitude, |∂U/∂ z|, and N2
ADV were used to estimate shear397

Richardson number, Ris = N2/|∂U/∂ z|2, during night-time mixing (Fig. 12). Ris in 2D was sub-398

critical (i.e. Ris < 0.25), with Ris = 0.05, compared to OBS, where Ris = 4. Stronger horizontal399

gradients increase N2
ADV quadratically (through ∇hb and |∂U/∂ z| via (4) and (8)). According to400

this metric, a buoyancy gradient of ∼ ∇hb = 2×10−7 s−2 (compared to ∇hb = 1.5×10−6 s−2 in401

OBS) would be strong enough to maintain Ris > 0.25 and keep the upper ocean stratified as in the402
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observations. Therefore, the external 3-D circulation is essential for amplifying the 2-D effects on403

stratification.404

The observed stratification had a unique vertical structure that was enhanced near the surface405

(Fig. 13). This vertical structure was replicated by N2
ADV from 2D and 1D+, suggesting these ide-406

alized models were capturing differential advection by boundary layer turbulence enhanced near407

the surface. This structure of stratification was also inherent in the MLE parameterization (14),408

which shared the same behavior near the surface. The near surface enhancement of stratification409

in 2D and MLE is traced to the dependence of ∂N2/∂ t on ∂ 2µ(z)/∂ z2 in (14) and ∂ 2ν/∂ z2 in (4).410

These both have a P-like vertical structure defined by (13) for µ(z) and the shape function for ν in411

KPP (Large et al. 1994). The shared character of stratification between the observations, theories,412

and models demonstrates the complicated nature of teasing apart lateral processes in shallow ML.413

The agreement in the structure of stratification would be different in very deep ML, where MLE414

stratification would penetrate deeper (Mahadevan et al. 2012), while frictional dynamics would415

dominate near the boundary (Wenegrat et al. 2018).416

8. Discussion417

This analysis describes the restratification of a front in the California Current System as a re-418

sponse to a sudden decrease in winds. Similarly, the work of Dale et al. (2008) detailed the rapid419

stratification of a shallow upwelling front after winds stopped and reversed direction. In that study,420

it was concluded that an imbalance in the cross-shelf pressure gradient resulted in a rapid on shore421

movement that steepened and slumped isopycnals simultaneously, therefore stratifying the ML on422

an inertial timescale. Dale et al. (2008) compared the rapid slumping of isopycnals to a gravity cur-423

rent, a process shown to occur at shallow ML fronts (i.e. Pham and Sarkar (2018)). Furthermore,424

Dale et al. (2008) described the flow in context of near inertial oscillations, NIO (TEND, CORI,425
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DIFF) and adjustment, ADJ (TEND, PRES, CORI), but the combination of terms in (4) were not426

explored. In the set of observations described here, the flow resembled a near inertial oscillation427

(i.e. section 4), yet it was the full solution to (4) that captured the shear within the ML needed428

to tilt the isopycnals over, highlighting the importance of frontal adjustment in the presence of429

turbulence. As such, the initial shear in the ML when wind forcing stops along with the presence430

of BL turbulence created ML stratification exceeding that predicted by inviscid adjustment.431

Dauhajre and McWilliams (2018) found two stages of frontogenesis in the T3W problem. The432

first stage documented the development of TTW by night-time mixing due to winds and convec-433

tion. The other stage documented was a convergence field that developed as the change in velocity434

(TEND) responded to the strength of horizontal buoyancy gradient (PRES) that changed across435

the front. The result was a pulse of convergence on an inertial timescale that occurred daily with436

the diurnal cycle (Dauhajre et al. 2017). This was similar to the mechanism explored by Dale et al.437

(2008) that suggested differential slumping of isopycnals resulted in a sharpening of the front as it438

tilted over. Both of these proposed mechanisms are consistent with the strengthening of the front439

seen in OBS as wind forcing stops, and is different than the frontolytic forcing implied by the de-440

formation field in the generalized omega equation approach determined by a concurrent mesoscale441

survey (Pallàs-Sanz et al. 2010a). This presents a discrepancy between the temporal and spatial442

interpretation of this rapidly evolving front. The competing frontogenetic and frontolytic effects443

of BL turbulence (Gula et al. 2014; Bodner et al. 2019), advection (Dale et al. 2008; Dauhajre and444

McWilliams 2018), and external/internal strain (Hoskins and Bretherton 1972; Shakespeare and445

Taylor 2013; Barkan et al. 2019) play a key role in stratification at this front.446

Furthermore, the surface stratification by differential advection converts horizontal changes of447

salinity and temperature into vertical ones on a timescale that competes with surface forcing. If the448

slumped gradients are subject to repeated mixing, they undergo a process of nonlinear diffusion449
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(Young 1994) that leads to horizontal density compensation often observed in the ML (Rudnick450

1999). This might provide a mechanism to homogenize the cold salty, recently upwelled waters451

with the warmer, fresher surface waters offshore, and therefore an important part in the mixing of452

tracers in the California Current System upwelling regime.453

9. Conclusion454

Detailed observations combined with idealized models show the importance of horizontal advec-455

tion in stratifying the upper ocean. Specifically, an idealized 2-D model combined with a simple456

reduced model, 1D+, were able to give insight into the role of turbulent adjustment that can rapidly457

stratify the ML on superinertial timescales and compete with surface forcing. Additionally, im-458

ages of SST and along front variability captured in the observations suggest possible mixed layer459

instabilities, which grow on a relatively longer timescale, suggesting that this rapid stratification460

was dominated by turbulent adjustment.461

The vertical structure of stratification reveals the importance of boundary layer dynamics on462

shallow ML fronts. Traditionally, attention has been given to the importance of fronts in deep463

MLs, as they have stored potential energy available to grow instabilities. Here demonstrates a464

mechanism of rapid restratification that can be dominant in shallow MLs and act to decrease465

the available potential energy faster than predicted from mixed layer baroclinic instability. This466

suggests the potential importance of shallow MLs on the upper ocean buoyancy budget (Johnson467

et al. 2016), where sharp fronts exist and therefore compensate for shallow ML depths.468

None of the current scalings or parameterizations capture this rapid stratification (e.g. Table 1).469

NIO (Savelyev et al. 2018) has been used to explain the integrated Ekman transport of NIO over the470

deeper Gulf Stream, but does not provide information on shear within the boundary layer, which471

in this study is responsible for the stratification in OBS and 2D. EBF (Thomas and Lee 2005) and472
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TTW (McWilliams et al. 2015; Wenegrat et al. 2018) demonstrate the importance of friction and473

viscosity on thermal wind balance, but assume subinertial timescales. In other words, the time474

dependent adjustment is missing friction, and the friction scalings are not capturing transient shear475

due to unsteady winds. The observations combined with the model simulation presented here476

show that both are important for predicting the restratification at this shallow surface intensified477

front. The abundance of fronts in the upper ocean and the transience of surface forcing on the ML478

implies the dynamics explored here have implications for better representing fluxes of momentum,479

heat and gas exchange between the ocean and atmosphere.480
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APPENDIX485

Configuration of the MITgcm486

The MITgcm (Marshall et al. 1997) was run in hydrostatic mode with a horizontally periodic487

domain extending 600 m in the along front direction and 191700 m across the front. The hori-488

zontal resolution was 300 m, allowing 2 grid points along the front and 639 grid points across the489

front. The vertical resolution was a uniform 3 m extending to 150 m depth. Horizontal mixing of490

momentum was parameterized using a bi-harmonic operator, with a Smagorinsky coefficient of 3,491

and Leith and modified Leith coefficients of 1. KPP was chosen for the vertical mixing scheme.492
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The model was initialized in the periodic domain using a geostrophically balanced double-front493

configuration, with a horizontal structure given by:494

Y (y) =


0.5
[

1− tanh
(

y
L f

)
+ tanh

(
y−Ly/2

L f

)](
tanh

(
z+2H

H

)
+1
)
, 0≤ y≤ Ly/2,

0.5
[

tanh
(

y−Ly/2
L f

)
− tanh

(
y−Ly

L f

)
−1
](

tanh
(

z+2H
H

)
+1
)
, Ly/2≤ y≤ Ly,

This horizontal structure was then fit to the observed data to obtain a vertical structure using:495

T = ∆ToY (y)+ΓT(z)

S =−∆SoY (y)+ΓS(z)

where ∆To = 1.6 oC, ∆So = 0.5 g kg−1 and ΓT(z) and ΓS(z) were:496

ΓT(z) = 0.4932e
(
−8.46667×10−6 z

Lz

)
+0.5993e

(
−1.7820×10−4 z

Lz

)

ΓS(z) = 0.0710e
(
−5.5373×10−5 z

Lz

)
+1.0980e

(
−3.1193×10−7 z

Lz

)

Density was calculated assuming a linear equation of state ρ = ρo +ρo(−αT (T −To)+β (S−497

So)), with α = 2.1766× 10−4 K−1 and β = 7.4137× 10−4 kg g−1, To = 15.8 oC and So = 33.1498

g kg−1. The initial model domain can be seen in Fig. A1. Although the MITgcm configuration499

contained three dimensions, the use of only two grid point in the along front direction prevents500

along front variability while allowing cross frontal variability. It was therefore interpreted as a501

2-D configuration.502
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TABLE 1. Scalings of w′b′ for relevant processes shown to influence stratification at upper ocean fronts.

w′b′ Description Reference

Mixed Layer Eddies 0.06 ∇hb2H2

f Baroclinic instability of a mixed layer front Fox-Kemper et. al. 2008

Ekman Buoyancy Flux τ×∇hb2

ρ f Ekman transport across the front Thomas and Lee 2005

Near Inertial Oscillation UNIO ·∇hb Near-inertial transport across the front Savelyev et al. 2017

Heat Flux Q αg
ρcp

Vertical flux of buoyancy from heat at surface −
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FIG. 1. The vertical structure of the ML for 1D (1st column), 2D (2nd column) and OBS. Rows are stratifi-

cation, cross front velocity and cross front shear, respectively. The last row contains surface forcing used in 1D

and 2D. Dashed lines separate the different stages 1−3 outlined in section 1. Specifically: a) 1D N2 with PWP

ML (grey dots), b) 2D N2 with KPP boundary layer depth (grey dots), c) OBS N2 with float depth (grey dots),

d) 1D ux f , e) 2D ux f , f) OBS u, g) 1D ux f
z , h) 2D ux f

z , i) OBS uz, j) QNET , k) τa f (grey) and τx f (black), l) ML

average viscosity ν .
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at 4 m (orange) and Triaxus at 12 m. Variables include (a) b, (b) T , and (c) S. Dashed lines separate the different

stages 1−3 outlined in section 1.
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FIG. 3. NIO at the front as a response to a sudden decrease in winds. a) Wind stress starting 3 days after

the start of 2D and 2 days before the survey began, τa f is blue and τx f is purple. b) Plan view of surface ρ in

2D as a function of cross front distance and time. Grey lines are isopycnals, and black dots are the cross front

distance of the float trajectory overlaid for reference. Surface velocity from 2D (purple), the solution to (6) and

(7) (grey), and OBS (orange) for c) ux f in models and u in OBS, d) ua f and -v in OBS and e) |U | for model and

OBS.
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FIG. 6. Along front shear (AF - left panels) and cross front shear (CF - right panels) predicted by 2D (a, c),

1D+ (b, d), 1D+ without friction (e, g) and 1D+ without initial shear (f, h). Specifically: a) AF - 2D, b) AF -

1D+, c) XF - 2D, d) XF - 1D+, e) AF - 1D+ no DIFF, f) AF - 1D+ no Yo, g) XF - 1D+ no DIFF, h) XF - 1D+ no

Yo. Float depth from OBS (grey dots) are included for reference.
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FIG. 7. Vertical shear predicted by 1D+ (initialized with OBS at the beginning of stage 2) compared with

OBS. Only stage 2 and 3 are shown. a) 1D+ zonal shear, b) 1D+ meridional shear c) OBS zonal shear, d) OBS

meridional shear.
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solution to 2D are in dark purple and light purple, respectively. Also included are N2
ADV from 1D+ solutions to
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FIG. 9. PV at 8 m from 2D using N2
ADV to isolate changes resulting from vertical shear. Total q (black),

horizontal qh (green) and vertical qv (blue). Grey dashed lines are the PV associated with thermal wind balance

qhg =−b2
x f / f (grey dashed lines). The observed float depth (scaled ×10−10) is included for reference.
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FIG. 10. Observed N2 compared with that predicted by the MLE parameterization. a) N2 from OBS in depth

and time calculated from the Triaxus. Float position (grey dots) are included for reference. b) N2 estimated from

(14). Grey dashed lines represent the division between stages.
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Fig. A1. Initial density structure in MITgcm. The along front distance is 600 m (2 grid points) with a cross

front direction of 191700 m (639 grid points) and a horizontal resolution of 300 m. The vertical resolution was

3 m extending to 150 m depth. The cross frontal density (scaled) is plotted above the front for visual reference.

For an exact cross front density structure, see Fig. 4
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